Care & Community Settings
We deliver outreach with many groups of
people out in our community. We work with
those who might struggle to visit us at the
museum or who come together in a regular
and familiar setting to socialise, learn and
support each other.
We work with residential care settings as
well as groups such as residents’
associations, memory groups, groups of
people with hearing loss and head injuries,
women’s institutes and lunch clubs.
We regularly offer a range of object handling and reminiscence sessions as part of our outreach
programme. Our sessions include:
●
●
●
●

Object Handling: Roman, Saxon and Stone Age
Reminiscence: Home & Home Life, Work and Childhood
Look Again: A presentation about the museum’s costume collection and its recent revisioning
Banners: A creative workshop for families or grandparents and grandchildren inspired by the
suffrage movement in Salisbury
● Mini Meaning of Things: A single session version of the larger project, exploring what
museums do by asking ‘What do we keep?’ and ‘Why do we keep things?’
We are also currently developing Reminiscence Boxes on the themes of Creative Wiltshire, Holidays
& Leisure and Community Celebration which we will be ready to use with groups in the near future.
We adapt our sessions to your setting so the more you can tell us about the needs of your group, the
more we can tailor the experience for those taking part.
Booking and Further Information
Download our Care Settings & Community Groups Outreach Menu for full details, including pricing.
Download a booking form here or to discuss a booking contact our Community Curator, Sarah:
sarahgregson@salisburymuseum.org.uk
You may also be interested in the following:
Adult Learning – For information on our tours, talks, lectures and courses
The Meaning of Things – This project is available to small groups (max 8) who don’t ordinarily, or
can’t, visit the museum

COVID-19
Due to the current social distancing guidance and shielding measures, we understand that
many groups may not currently be meeting and care and community settings may not wish to
have visits from external facilitators for safety reasons.
However, we have created a range of reminiscence resource videos, made with care settings
and people caring at home in mind, to support people, as best we can, at this time.
We are also able to offer some sessions by Zoom video conferencing in partnership with
organisations that are already supporting a group remotely or supported by care staff.

